LUCK ROOM—Judges: Tanea Clocksene & Kelli Connolly

FishTank - Junior
Madison Hofmann - Spaghetti Scissors

Electronic Presentation - Junior
Betsy Huber - The Life of a Calf

Mass Media Presentations - Junior
Madison Hofmann - Radio - CJOA
Betsy Huber - Radio - KXYP - Chicken News by Betsy Burgandy
Chloe Smith - Commercial - Fort Seward

Impromptu presenters have a specific time that they will draw their topic and then give their speech—see times below:

Speech - Junior
Madison Hofmann - Impromptu 1:30
Kylee Hofmann - Impromptu 1:45

Speech - Senior
Victoria Christensen - Impromptu 2:00
Noah Weber - Impromptu 2:15
Evyn Dick - Prepared - Equine Parasites
Cheyana Marks - Prepared - Three Little Words
Logan Motter - Prepared - Go Toward the Light

Welcome to our 4-H event—Enjoy listening and watching these excellent 4-H members do their presentations. Thank you for coming.

Huge THANK YOU to our Sponsors
They made the awards possible

Big Dog Country Radio 95.5—i3G Media
Dr. Betty Lok
Wilhelm Chevrolet Buick GMC
Crop Innovations LLC
Helena Agri-Enterprises LLC

Also—THANK YOU to our Judges and Door Monitors

Stutsman County 4-H Communication Arts & Project Expo Contest
March 31, 2019

2018 Communication Arts Exhibitors

2018 Project Expo Exhibitors

Start time is 1 pm, awards will be presented as soon as everyone is done and numbers are tallied—approximately 3 pm.
**Project Expo Exhibitors & Judges**

The project expo exhibitors have a set time when they will be judged. This is a time between the judge and them alone. Please respect their times and remain quiet while judging is taking place.

**Cloverbud**

- **Judge—Teresa Olson**
  - Colten Smith—Ants on a Log
  - Taylor Zaun—Card Creations

- **Victoria Christensen—Felting 101**
  - Cheyana Marks—How to Make Soap
  - Noah Weber—How to Score Deer Antlers
  - Seth Weber—How to Build a Computer

**Teen**

- **Colten Smith—Ants on a Log**
  - Victoria Christensen—Felting 101
  - Cheyana Marks—How to Make Soap
  - Noah Weber—How to Score Deer Antlers
  - Seth Weber—How to Build a Computer

**Pre-Teen**

- **Judge—Laurie Albrecht**
  - Kylee Hofmann—Shape it Up
  - Madison Hofmann—Bracelets with Paracord
  - Chloe Smith—How to Make Bath Bombs
  - Conner Smith—How to Buy a Bow & Equipment
  - Anastasia Weber—What Makes a Good Photograph
  - Jazmyn Zaun—Spring Joyness: Bracelet

---

**Communication Arts Exhibitors & Judges**

There are 3 speech rooms with door monitors at each. If the door is closed, please do not go in or leave—it means that a presenter is speaking and it is a courtesy not to disturb them. The monitor will open the door when the speaker is finished and you may come and go then.

**NORTH ROOM - Judges: Rachel Holsten & Martin Monek**

- **Demonstration—Junior**
  - Thomas Hetletvedt—How to Make a Rubber Band Shooter
  - Kylee Hofmann—Card Making
  - Madison Hofmann—Nacho Time
  - Gentry Nenow—Get Your Shine On
  - Richie Nenow—Ways to Feed Our Feathered Friends
  - Destiny Opp—How to Make Slime
  - Chloe Smith—How to Make Bath Bombs
  - Conner Smith—How to Buy a Bow & Equipment

- **Interpretive Reading - Junior**
  - Madison Hofmann - *The Bad Beginning*
  - Destiny Opp - *I am Glad I’m Your Grandma*

- **Interpretive Reading - Senior**
  - Kathryn Hetletvedt - *The Plane Truth*
  - Logan Motter - *In Depth But Shallowly*
  - Noah Weber - *They Shoot Canoes, Don’t They*

- **Interpretive Reading - Senior Team**
  - Evyn Dick & Logan Motter - *Banality Briefs*

- **Dramatic Presentation - Senior Team**
  - Evyn Dick & Logan Motter - *Funeral Arrangements*

- **Demonstration—Senior**
  - Victoria Christensen—Felting 101
  - Cheyana Marks—How to Make Soap

---

**BISON ROOM—Judges: Shannon Bryn & Tina Bryn**

- **Cloverbud - Will come in one at a time - they can stay in after presenting**
  - Emry Lueck
  - Reanna Schlecht
  - Alaina Nenow
  - Colton Smith
  - Emmett Nenow
  - Luke Vigil

- **Interpretive Reading - Junior**
  - Madison Hofmann - *The Bad Beginning*
  - Destiny Opp - *I am Glad I’m Your Grandma*

- **Interpretive Reading - Senior**
  - Kathryn Hetletvedt - *The Plane Truth*
  - Logan Motter - *In Depth But Shallowly*
  - Noah Weber - *They Shoot Canoes, Don’t They*

- **Interpretive Reading - Senior Team**
  - Evyn Dick & Logan Motter - *Banality Briefs*

- **Dramatic Presentation - Senior Team**
  - Evyn Dick & Logan Motter - *Funeral Arrangements*

- **Demonstration—Senior**
  - Victoria Christensen—*Felting 101*
  - Cheyana Marks—*How to Make Soap*